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EUR 8.68 EUR 6.83 ShippingUS $10.16List price EUR 10.42Save 16%What does this price mean? This is the price (except for shipping and processing fees) the seller has provided, at which the same item, or one that is almost identical to it, is being offered for sale or have been offered for sale in the recent past. The price may be the seller's own price elsewhere or the price of
another seller. The amount and interest off simply means the difference between the seller's price elsewhere and the seller's price on eBay. If you have any issues related to the prices and/or discounts offered in a particular listing, please contact the seller for this listing. Related items to consider name: Jason VoorheesCategory: Man, Mentally Insane, Serial Killer, Villain, Mutant,
ImmortalAge: Born June 13, 1946 Origin: Camp Crystal LakeHabitat: Woods near Crystal Lake, IllinoisGeneral Description: Hydrocephalus son of Pamela Voorhees. He lived with his mother at the Crystal Lake camp. At the tender at the age of 11, Jason survived a near-drowning accident caused by the negligence of the camp board. Since then, the only person he really knew
was his mentally deranged mother, Mrs. Wurhis. Seeing his mother die at the hands of Alice Hardy, Jason began his bloody rage. In addition to his generally unhinged psyche, the main driving force behind his unquenchable bloodlust are the desire to avenge his drowning accident and the death of his mother and his high moral views regarding premarital sexual relationships.
Since his mother's death in 1980, Jason has lived in a modest hut in the woods surrounding Crystal Lake, living off wildlife and vegetation, stealing a few things he needs. Without human contact, he became a frightened retarded, uncontrollable psychopath, a child trapped in a human body, killing everyone who disturbs the serene atmosphere of Crystal Lake.Friends, Associates
and Sidekicks: Mrs. Pamela Voorhees Sworn Enemies: Alice Hardy, Ginny Field, Chris Higgins, Tommy JarvisSPecial Forces: Super-Human Forces Jason is almost indestructible and can survive even the most fatal wounds. Weapon of choice: Machete is Jason's traditional weapon of choice, however he is known to use a number of other tools and weapons, including but not
limited to: hammer, spear, knife, pitchfork, pickaxe, meat smart, sewing needle, harpoon rifle, fire poker, bare hands, axe, saw, and corkscrew. Weaknesses: Usually kills his victims exclusively on Friday the 13th. (Also on Saturdays on the 14th, Sundays on the 15th, Mondays on the 16th, and sometimes On Tuesdays on the 17th). Easily startled people, posing as his mother or
themselves. Hobbies: Decorating a shrine dedicated to his deceased mother with the bodies of his victimsPets: Teenagers engaged in premarital sexBest Lines: N/ ATotal Power Rating: 122 intelligence intelligence Points for machete - 1 strike point - 3 points for relative level of invulnerability: Extremely high. Jason - an irresistible killing machine that knows no mercy and is ready
to kill anyone in its path. Especially if it's someone who happens to be an oversexed teenager. Identification: Usually wears a hockey mask (although he is known to carry a bag over his head when in his youth). Jason's habit of covering his face is a blessing, given his deformed appearance. Few people are lucky enough to see his facial malformations survived to tell the story. How
to avoid: Don't have premarital sex. Especially near the Crystal Lake camp. Especially on Friday the 13th. To be on the safe side - don't have sex and stay away from Illinois all 365 days a year (366 in leap years). Proposed action in case of meeting: impersonate the mother and hit him with a sharp heavy object. If you manage to shoot him down - jump into the nearest car and
drive as far as you can. Make sure to never drive notoriously unreliable German VW Beetles - they are usually either ignition or battery problems. When driving your famously reliable lovely American car - make sure you have a lot of gas in the tank. Proposed methods of killing: Severe blows to the head with sharp and heavy objects are known to disable it long enough for you to
escape, however Jason is impossible to kill, and even if he appears to be very, very dead - do not believe it. Even if he was pronounced dead by a licensed medical professional. Even if his skull is wide open and his brain has slipped out of his head (just a scratch as far as Jason is concerned). Even if he is allegedly cremated and buried. Remember - Jason is there.
Always.Additional Character Images:Films and books featuring a character:- Friday 13 (1980) - Friday 13 - Part 2 (1981) - Friday 13 - Part 3-D (1982) - Friday 13 - Part 4: Final Chapter (1984) Share of community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The trailer for a new fan movie titled Friday 13: Never Walking in the Snow features Jason Voorhees
wielding a deadly new weapon. The new trailer arrives on Friday 13: Never Hike in the Snow, a fan film based on legend Jason Voorhees. The film pays homage to the unkillable primary antagonist Friday's 13th franchise, which received a weapon upgrade this time in the shape of a bow and arrow. The trailer for the 30-minute film, which was posted on YouTube, begins with a
lone man running across a snow-covered plain. As the man stops to catch his breath, Jason emerges from behind a tree wielding a bow and arrow. The man starts working again, but not before Jason takes aim and sends an arrow flying after him. Continue scrolling to continue reading Click below to start this article in a quick submission. Start Now Never Hike in the Snow
Happens Behind months before Never Hike Alone, another Friday the 13th fan fan movie gained popularity back in 2017. Both films are shot by the same creative team at Womp Stomp Films. Never Hike in the Snow deals with the disappearance of Mark Hill, a local resident of Crystal Lake, who once went camping in the winter and did not return home. Directed by Vincente
DiSanti, Never Hike in the Snow will be released on October 13, after which production will begin on Never Hike Alone II: Never Hike Again. KEEP READING: Stephen King Jason Voorhees Idea is the best novel He has ever written RUMOR: Spider-Man May 3 to present the classic robotic Marvel Threat Related Topics News Friday 13th About author Neeraj Chand (107 Articles
Published) More from Neeraj Chand While vicious Jason Voorhees is best known for his ki, ki, sharp, small, small, and simply unorthodox to take his deadly plans through Friday's 13th film franchise. The murderous mayhem even runs into the family - the dear mother had a turn with machetes, hunting knives, and even arrows. In honor of Friday the 13th, here are some of the
many murder weapons used by Jason Voorhees. Axe Jason got the axe grind with many of the characters in Friday's 13th franchise, so this is one of his most popular weapons! The axe was used to cut faces, kick your back, and crack doors and human sternums alike. There are probably a lot of axes in the woods, so they are never enough! Ice Pick Icebreaker is the first weapon
we see actually used by Jason himself in the film as Alice Hardy's revenge for killing her mother. Looks like he needs to cool it down! The weapon appears in the fifth part of the franchise, although it was used in the sleep sequence, so Alice Hardy has the dubious honor of being selected first in Jason's murder. Liquid Nitrogen Another one-off kill that was absolutely chilling was the
liquid nitrogen to kill the Jason X movie. A young woman named Adrienne has her face dunked in cryogenic fluid, an instant freezing head that in itself is likely to be enough to kill her. But Jason wasn't through, and her frozen face was smashed on a countertop, and she collapsed, ensuring she was doubly dead. Jason's machete is perhaps his most famous tool. For every unique
weapon on this list that had only one or two uses, the machete has seen dozens of murders. It has been used to crack, slash, smash, and behead countless victims as Jason Voorhees makes his way through the rising death toll around him. It's tried and true and absolutely scary-not better to choose for an iconic item. Speargun Jason got a few uses from the spear. In one of his
first murders while wearing his now iconic mask, he shoots his victim through the eye and then she falls into the lake. In a later film, he uses it to aim at a man who gets shot in the stomach, spear copying it Of. It wasn't almost as often as an axe or a machete, but it's a strong option in Jason's arsenal. The syringe in Part VIII: Jason takes Manhattan, Jason arrives in New York and
turns the city against himself, literally using everything he can find in the sewers and on the streets as weapons! He uses steam pipes, sewers and maintenance tools, but in one particularly horrific (and unsanitary!) kill, he puts a syringe through the man's back. Let's hope it was a tetanus shot! Sleeping bag Every savvy camper knows it's best to bring a sleeping bag to keep
comfortable when you're in the woods for the night. Thanks to Jason, however, you can't easily rest on cold, hard ground without fearing for your life. One unfortunate victim is trapped inside his sleeping bag, which Jason lifts as easily as taking out the garbage. Then he smashes it into a tree, and it's light. His bare hands when the tools won't do, Jason knows that he can always
resort to his hellish strength and bare hands to get the job done. From throwing people into doors and walls and trees to snapping his neck, Jason has some ridiculous power with or without guns. What can we say? Jason is a resourceful guy! Some of the other incredibly strange weapons used in Friday's 13th film included road flashes, party horns, and a flaming machete. Yes,
really. Hey, it's Friday the 13th! It's probably just a coincidence... Right? Right? jason voorhees weapons list. jason voorhees favorite weapon. jason voorhees main weapon
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